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FEMINISM: THE CAUSTIC EXPLOSION THAT IS
DESTROYING AMERICA

by Andrea Roltgen
America is built on a foundation of principles that are
everlasting; God and His righteous Laws, rights that are
endowed to us by God, not by man, and a framework of
government that is based on those two truths.
Through those foundations, a great nation was born.
Every brick laid to raise this great land above the crumbling
efforts of other government systems, was once mortared
with a common understanding and agreement of the basic
founding principles. This meant acknowledgement of the
truth of Good vs Evil, and that the strength of a uniquely
free society is found within the individual hand-built walls
of personal freedom and responsibility that are forged by
strong families with unwavering commitment to God.
Since feminism was mottled together out of a deep disdain for God’s perfectly created order for men and women,
it fuelled the desire to rebel against the foundations of family. Therefore, the erosive movement was able to gain
intense momentum as it was paired perfectly with societal
shift. Our nation became less concerned with foundations,
more influenced by European Marxism, and sought out the
Babylonian cry for feminism among women, and later
brought along men, who all reject God. Suddenly, the use
of the once sacred mortar of our foundations of God, Constitution and iron-clad families of strength, were abandoned
to pursue anti-godly endeavors and selfishly built altars of
sin.
It was inevitable by this point, that this movement
would begin the most corrosive of all forces to weaken the
fortress of family, and bring down the entire societal house
of cards; from the inside out.
God defines the strength of women far differently from
how the feminist and feminist-influenced society defines it.
“Who can find a virtuous woman? for her price is far
above rubies.” Proverbs 31:10. Read the entire chapter
here.
This is one of several places in the Bible where God
describes what He has designed women to aspire to.
Rather, today, our culture follows Margaret Sanger, Gloria
Steinem, Ashley Judd and whoever is on tap for a little
shock presentation of rebellion against womanhood.
In history, it was a great honor to be a woman who was
defined by her feminine nature! Now, these characteristics:
Femininity, modesty, motherhood, and joy-filled pursuit of
God’s will and His Kingdom are nothing more than “something women used to be” in the minds of most women in

our nation. Women today are no longer measured (even in
much of the Christian community) by these definitions, but
rather by their materialistic success, achievement and pursuit of feminist ideals. These “archaic” and God-defined
characteristics today falsely reflect weakness and “oppression” in the minds of our depraved and indoctrinated culture.
Gloria Steinem, one of the first hippie feminists to lead
the mainstream destruction of family, the sanctity of life
and marriage, and a free society, put the goal quite simply
when she said:

“We don’t just want to destroy capitalism, we want to
tear down the whole f*** patriarchy!”

The women’s movement has been led by the group, the
National Organization of Women (NOW), and has essentially become the ideological side-car of the Democratic
Party. The feminist movement does not simply seek “equal
rights,” but rather has become the Marxist fuel behind the
radical environmentalist movement, the abortion mill
industry, homosexual “rights” and homosexual “marriage,”
and social justice agendas set forth on the foundations of
redistributive wealth and entitlement socialism.
Radical feminism has truly been the best vehicle for
dismantling the family unit, and indoctrinating generations
of youth for their abominable causes that are united
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together with one commonality: “Anything that destroys
the foundations of this free nation falls under our umbrella
and becomes our brain child.”

good men gone?” They are realizing their blasphemy of
foundations and family have left them wanting. Young men
must forge through vast seas of princess girls: raised on
“We want to destroy the three pillars of class and a caste
daddy debt, promiscuity and indulgence of self. Young
society — the family, private property, and the state.”
“ladies” who dress like tramps, serve only self, and will
(Peter Collier and David Horowith, Deconstructing the Left: From
cut and run the first time real life calls on them to be the
Vietnam to the Persian Gulf)
women God calls them to be. Hating the idea of motherThe feminist movement likes to point to some mirage
hood, pregnancy, and self-sacrifice, they are raised to be
of history when they point out “all the housewives who
little she-males from the time they are young. Never to
were beaten, enslaved and without education” before femibe tied to the home, they reject lifestyles that must be
nism. Yet they fail to remember that they are the very
“below them,” such as the very backbone of the Chrismovement that has enslaved women. Prior to no-fault
tian family: making a home for a husband, raising
divorce, women and families that were abandoned were an
Godly children, and serving one’s community by being
extremely rare, nearly unknown happening. Marriage was
a woman of virtue,
for life, and fathers were the heads of the families. The ties
Nearly every piece of marital advice found today, even
that bound people together prevented an entire underclass
much within the Christian community, points to feminist
of women that we have today.
influence. Blending and “sharing” gender roles is applica“The number of displaced homemakers rose twentyble for all in an effort to avoid “oppressing women” with
eight percent between 1975 and 1983 to more than three
straight talk about the blessing of actually being in love
million women. Another twenty percent increase from 1983
with fulfilling womanhood. Men are demasculinized,
to 1988 brought that number to more than four million. An
women are masculinized and defeminised and God’s
astonishing sixty-one percent of those women suddenly left
Word on families is marginalised.
alone had children under the age of ten at home. Often without job skills and stranded without alimony of child support,
As this country slips more rapidly towards global
as many as seventy percent of these women make less than
Marxism than ever seen in history, we must realize that it is
ten thousand dollars a year, and fifty percent are employed at
the feminist movement which has funded and propelled the
minimum wage or less. It is, thus,
destruction of our great nation more
readily apparent why a full seventy-five
New Video:
than any other philosophy. The
percent of all Americans living below
hatred of God, men, (specifically
Socialism
the poverty line in the United States
white men) and traditional famiare women and their children.” (Sylvia
&
lies has caustic reactions on our
Ann Hewlett, A Lesser Life: The Myth of
The Skull and Bones
foundations. The erosion has turned
Women’s Liberation in America (New York William Morrow, 1986).
to a great crumbling, and without a
Today we have an entire generafoundation of God and strong famiProfessor
Anthony
Sutton
tion of young female adults who
lies, we are built of nothing more
know nothing of how to raise chil- talks about these subjects in an interest- than reeds upon sinking sand.
dren, care for a home, cook healthy ing interview. An intelligent and logical
Courtesy Wake-Up Herald, 605 Moore Rd,
and economical foods, stay within a
Newnan GA 30263.
discussion.
------------------------------------budget, promote healthy lifestyles,
DVD#CI-896 @ sug don $7
etc. We are drug and doctor depenWHY THE SPIRITUAL
dent. Once tried and true home remeISRAEL CONCEPT IS
dies, healthy living, stability for
WRONG
children, bedtimes, Bible-reading routines and family unity
by Dave Barley
were a given. Now they are rare. Shuttled back and forth
For the Lord’s portion is his people; Jacob is the lot of
between broken families, staying so busy with activities
his
inheritance.
Deuteronomy 32:9
that we never have time to stop and contemplate the
First
off,
before
we get into the meat of this needed
destruction that the large purchase of feminism has left us
Bible study. Most of you have been very thankful and
with.
supportive of these special studies on this highly
Lacking strong fathers who will lead by example, discicontroversial Bible topic concerning “race-mixing.” Some
pline, and require responsibility from their children, mothof you though, are outraged that a minister would dare
ers are left to carry out their feminist leanings by playing
speak on “such an offensive” subject. A few have even
both man and woman. Since that part cannot successfully
written and asked to be removed from our mailing list.
be done by one gender, the prescription bottle often manipThese “highly spiritual thinkers” deem “other ministers”
ulates the child’s psyche enough to eliminate some of the
they know to be more loving, open, and not as “callous” in
strain of discipline. The instances of young children on
their views.
psychotropic drugs is skyrocketing, and does not bode well
Well, I am far from an unloving, cold-hearted, uncaring
for the mental health of our upcoming generations.
minister of the Gospel. In fact, I care so much about the
With homes in chaos, mess and disarray, and kitchens
TRUTH that I will not compromise on the TRUTH. I
largely left abandoned in pursuit of feminism, a generation
certainly do not require large numbers or groupie support,
has been raised on fast food not as a rare treat for a family,
and I am not alone in this Biblical understanding that racebut as the staple diet. Few young ladies know how to cook.
We’ve lost the tradition of the family dinner table that promixing is a genocidal plague that needs to be confronted
vides far more than nourishment for the body! It’s where in
with the Light of God’s Word. So, I will not back down
our nation’s precious history, great young minds learned
from exposing and confronting this false teaching of
the Bible, learned the Constitution, hashed out their disSPIRITUAL ISRAEL. In fact, I feel so strongly about this
agreements, their desires and hopes, and learned to be
issue that, if it ever came to it, I would shut down this
respectful and mindful of those with more life experience
ministry before I join the “crowd” and let them form me
than them.
into some Aaron, “let’s build a golden calf” of popular
Women have enjoyed the new liberation they have
Hollywoodized “race-mixing” frenzy.
sought. Now, the some who are awakening from the great
For well over 50 years, Christianity has been watered
lie of feminism are complaining about “where have all the
down and diluted with permissiveness in vital areas of
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Biblical conduct. Consider the sacred institution of
being devoted to His Abrahamic Covenant people, and
marriage. That alone has been degraded and disrespected to
therefore I, unapologetically, also love my kinsmen with all
the point it is almost meaningless today. Furthermore both
their spiritual imperfections and shortcomings. In plain
“adultery and fornication,” are terms that directly apply to
terms, yes, I do love and support my race, and I mainly
race-mixing and the adulteration of “kind after kind.”
want to be among my own kind as strange as that may
“Thou shalt not commit adultery,” (Exodus 20:14)
sound in today’s multi-culturally minded world. All over
literally means thou shalt not adulterate yourselves. Jesus
America you can see very apparent examples of white
charged Israel with being an “adulterous generation.”
flight. I saw this many years ago in San Antonio. Lovey(Matt.12:39; 16:4; Mark 8:38). This applies to both
dovey white people claiming to be racially blind, would
physical and spiritual adulteration of which there are
rapidly sell their property when “minorities” moved into
numerous Biblical example of, including, the days of
their neighborhoods and crime increased.
Nehemiah and Ezra.
RACIAL COMMONSENSE
I do want it understood that I am not against
I am not saying, nor do I believe that we cannot witness
racially mixed people. What happened to them is not their
the good news of Jesus Christ to the other races, but do so
fault. It was the fault of their parents. Now they can be
without minds of mush, meaning, always be mindful of
bitter and angry about this, or, they can seek the healing,
who you are and with a high degree of reverence and
leading power of the Holy Spirit and seek to be an
respect for the principles of the Kingdom of God. This
instrument of healing truth and Biblical understanding.
certainly includes not perverting who we are or abusing
Some of you have asked me what I would recommend
God’s precious order and design (Matthew 7:6 seems
appropriate here, CIM). The creation out of order with the
racially-mixed people do regarding finding a mate they can
blessed purposes of the Creator is sad indeed and we are
marry. Well, my best advise at this time, is follow the
witnessing the ramifications of this perversion in today’s
“kind after kind” Biblical principle, meaning, you are what
Babylonian world that is OUT OF ORDER WITH THE
you are, and who you are. Don’t hide from this or pretend
KINGDOM OF GOD. Let us not be ignorant of the fact
you are other than what you are, a mulatto (racially-mixed)
that much of what we see lived,
person. So, a mixed-race person should
Old Historic Videos
believed, and practiced by the world
marry another mixed-race person.. I
today is totally out of order with the
believe this would be in keeping with
THE CHRISTIAN ISRAEL
Kingdom
of
God
and
His
the “kind after kind” principle. And
STORY
Righteousness.
now, on with our study.
disk 1
But what about the other races
The Babylonian message of the day
The ABC of our Case
Pastor and all their problems, don’t you
is “race is not important, and too
love them also and care about them and
much is being made out of race.”
The Strange Story of Lia Fail
their plight in this unfair world we live
Well, I’m here to tell you friends,
Journey to Ultima Thule
in? Well, may I ask, on what level are
“THAT’S PURE BABYLONIAN
The Appointed Place.
we to consider this? On a worldly level,
BULL!” What Babylon does is
glorify and relish in is the flesh, NOT A brilliant series of videos telling or on a Biblical level? Certainly we
RACE. Babylon does everything in its the story of the ancestry of the true would want to consider this on a
level. If I may be so bold in
power to mix, mingle, corrupt, and
Israel of the Bible and the where- Biblical
quoting myself, I want to make this
pervert “race,” especially that of the
White Caucasian race. Sadly, there are abouts of their descendants in the Biblically inspired point, “If we loosely
throw around the Covenant calling of
ministers dabbling in the Anglo-Israel
world today
God and we multi-racially apply the
message who are out there preaching
CI-177 @ sug don $20
Israel Covenant, we very plainly
that “race is not important, that the
Babylonianize the Plan of God, and
only thing that matters is the
we return to the confusion of the tower of Babel. Good
spiritual.” You have to admit that on the surface that type
intentions and hearts of love will not stave off the open
of preaching sounds so “spiritual and enlightening,” but
door of multiple forms of worldly corrupting love
it is pure Babylonian BULL. Here’s what I mean. I mean
perverting the best intentions of man.” Remember these
that when God Almighty created the races in His “KIND
Biblical facts: God called Abraham to be separate, to come
AFTER KIND” process, He created something good,
out of his own family (Gen.12:1-3) and with the
unperverted, right, and genetically pure for each racial
descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, God would
entity. He did not create each unique race so man could
raise them up to become His Kingdom people, He has
come along and racially mix, or may I even more bluntly
called us to “seek the Kingdom of God and His
say, “BASTARDIZE” His “kind after kind” creation.
righteousness” (Matthew 6:33).
Please note that I am not even slightly hinting that man is
Few Christians want to face the reality of Amos 3:2,
spiritually perfect, sinless, or that his race alone saves him.
“You only have I known (Israel) of all the families of the
ALL HAVE SINNED AND FALLEN SHORT OF THE
earth: therefore I will punish you for all your iniquities.”
GLORY OF JESUS CHRIST. But man being out of order
Was God ignorant of the other races or people of His
with God’s Will is no excuse for him to keep moving in the
creation? Certainly not, however, He did not enter into
wrong direction.
Covenant with them. Doesn’t the Bible tell us in Malachi
Now, I know that some of you are probably outraged
3:6 “For I am the Lord, I change not; therefore ye sons of
by my opening comments, BUT WHY? Again I ask,
Jacob are not consumed.” Understand this Biblical reality.
WHY? Are you outraged because you think I’m Biblically
When it comes to Israel’s Covenant consideration, God
wrong, in which case, you must obviously believe raceAlmighty made Covenant with Abraham in the Old
mixing is perfectly OK, and that I am a hard-hearted
Testament. He did not change His Covenant Purpose with
insensitive racist. Well, I am guilty of having a love for my
the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Israel) in the New
racial kinsmen according to the flesh as the Apostle Paul
Testament. “I CHANGE NOT” He told us, and this means
did (Romans 9:3).
His Word and His Covenant with Israel has not changed.
And I am guilty of being Biblically and Spiritually
The New Covenant was not transformed into a spiritual
moved by the fact that God has a strong Biblical record of
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
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melting pot. Our proof again is in the New Covenant itself
solution rather than the problem that you be more open to
which is defined and unambiguously declared in Hebrews
the warnings of God’s Word. First of all, what Old
8: 8-10:
Testament verses are referenced in Nehemiah 13: 1 & 2?
“For finding fault with them (Israel), he saith, Behold,
The Levites were quoting from Deuteronomy 23, vers 2-3.
the days come, saith the Lord, when I will make a new
“A bastard shall not enter into the congregation of the
covenant with the house of Israel and with the house of
Lord; even to his tenth generation shall he not enter into
Judah: Not according to the covenant that I made with
the congregation of the Lord. An Ammonite or Moabite
their fathers in the day when I took them by the hand to
shall not enter into the congregation of the Lord; even to
lead them out of the land of Egypt; because they continued
their tenth generation shall they not enter into the
not in my covenant, and I regarded them not, saith the
congregation of the Lord for ever.”
PROGRESSIVE CHRISTIANITY =
Lord. For this is the covenant that I will make with the
PROGRESSIVE DESTRUCTION OF
house of Israel after those days, saith the Lord; I will put
CHRISTIANITY
my laws into their mind, and write them in their hearts: and
Outraged Spiritual Israel advocates will say the verses
I will be to them a God, and they shall be to me a people.
in Nehemiah limit or restrict only the Ammonites and the
The Spiritual Israel teaching contradicts the Old
Moabites, not all people. Do you mean to tell me that
and New Covenants. It spiritualizes away the clear
among all the other non-Adamic, non-Israel people that
whole Bible teaching of the Israel message, which is,
they have a clean pass to come in and racially mix and
“Who are Israelites; to whom pertaineth the adoption,
mingle with Israel, except for the
and the glory, and the covenants,
CDs of the Month
Ammonites and Moabites? That is
and the giving of the law, and the
H-314b Fear of the Jews
New Age-inclusiveness, world
service of God, and the promises.”
endorsed thinking. Verse 3 says,
(Romans 9:4).
H-323a Interracial Marriage, pt 1
“Now it came to pass, when they
The Anglo-Israel people are not
H-323b Interracial Marriage, pt 2
had heard the law, that they
equally yoked or bonded together
with non-Israelites! Even with God H-325a To Judge or Not to Judge, pt 1 separated from Israel ALL the
fearing Christian non-Israelites. H-325b To Judge or Not to Judge, pt 2 mixed multitude.” The Bible
forbidding the Ammonites and the
You cannot call this present day
H-326b An Education Update
Moabites from coming into the
Sodom and Gomorrah America a
H-328 The Mexican Invasion
congregation of God forever was
godly test market for the true
all pastor Bob Hallstrom
not an open door policy to all other
blossoming forth of the Angloraces, but a separation from “ALL
Israel Covenant people. We have
the mixed multitude.” In other
been corralled like sheep for the
words, all non-Israelites or non-Adamites and mixedslaughter, dumbed down to the point we cannot rise up as
breeds.
God’s battle Axe and weapons of war for a true national
Modern day Judeo-Christianity has it all wrong in
healing and restoration. The Spiritual Israel LIE is a
being open, inclusive, and conditionless in welcoming and
corrupting feminization that robs God’s people of their
advocating racially mixed congregations, though it
rightful Biblical Heritage.
certainly is “fashionable,” and is promoted as being “highly
LESSONS FROM NEHEMIAH
spiritually advanced.” No!, modernistic Christianity has it
There was nothing effeminate about Nehemiah and we
wrong. Race-relations without proper Biblical guidelines
so need men, yes men like Nehemiah today. And here’s
and conditions degenerates and corrupts the blessed
why: Nehemiah 13:1-3
spectrum of true Christian Light. Race mixing only
“On that day they read in the book of Moses in the
encourages more race mixing and the seed of such seeks
audience of the people; and therein was found written, that
carnal satisfaction of the rage and bitterness they feel in the
the Ammonite and the Moabite should not come into the
congregation of God for ever; Because they met not the
mix they have become. In a very real sense, it is a crime
children of Israel with bread and with water, but hired
against nature and natures God, Jesus Christ.
Balaam against them, that he should curse them: howbeit
Some of you take pride in reading and applying certain
our God turned the curse into a blessing. 3Now it came to
Laws of God, like the laws of restitution, but let’s not just
pass, when they had heard the law, that they separated
pick and choose. Let’s seek to understand and apply the
from Israel all the mixed multitude.”
whole counsel of God’s Word for our blessing and
Please notice “THEY SEPARATED FROM ISRAEL
restoration. The Spiritual Israel lie is doing nothing but
ALL THE MIXED MULTITUDE.” What an unfeeling,
embracing racial amalgamation under the pretext that this
insensitive thing for Nehemiah and the Levites of Israel to
will bring about more spiritual unity and harmony. Well,
have done according to man’s worldly reasoning? Where’s
this all sounds spiritual, but, the end result is hardly that of
the love, and the message of Spiritual Israel in these
Kingdom Biblical order, but it sure fits spiritualized united
verses? Surely what they did must have been unbiblical.
race relations conditioning.
Only problem with that argument is that this is what the
I have lovingly, kindly, and patiently witnessed the
Word of God says. Now unless you believe you can do
Gospel of Christ to many dark skinned people, and will
away with the Old Testament teachings and prefer to
happily do so whenever the opportunity presents itself, but
believe that its precepts are unspiritual outdated words,
there are certain dangerous lines of integration that we must
then you’ve got a problem, especially since Jesus Himself
not cross. I have seen much good Christian fruit in many of
quoted from the Old Testament.
them, and I am blessed to know them and befriend them,
I know it’s popular today to be open and inclusive and
but, in proper Biblical order, they need to be among their
it makes us feel so warm and fuzzy inside but it’s a bad idea
own kind, and Adamic Israel people need to be among their
to trust your feelings. We are told in Jeremiah 17:9, “The
kind. Being unequally yoked together is not just about
heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately
religion, it’s also about race, and unchecked racial grouwicked: who can know it?” You’re certainly free to look at
ping can and often will lead to racially mixed marriages
this issue emotionally, and with an unchecked love, but I
and racially confused values. People, especially the
would strongly suggest that if you want to be a part of the
children, lose their racial identity in racially mixed re-
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lations, but with spiritual Israel warped values, you are
of Ashdod, of Ammon, and of Moab: And their children
conditioned to just look beyond such notions, because they
spake half in the speech of Ashdod, and could not speak
are viewed as racist. Thus, in such environments, multiin the Jews' language, but according to the language of
culturalism and racial liberalism grows unchecked and
each people. And I contended with them, and cursed
unimpeded.
them, and smote certain of them, and plucked off their
In today’s world of misguided love and acceptance, it
hair, and made them swear by God, saying, Ye shall not
is easy to stand with the spiritual Israel crowd and feel
give your daughters unto their sons, nor take their
secure in the numbers, but it is a false security. While the
daughters unto your sons, or for yourselves. Did not
world wants us to feel horrible for defending racial
Solomon king of Israel sin by these things? yet among
preservation and even Biblical racial truth, we need to
many nations was there no king like him, who was beloved
stand tall, support our kinsmen according to the flesh as the
of his God, and God made him king over all Israel:
Apostle Paul did. I refuse to participate in the racial and
nevertheless even him did outlandish women cause to sin.
spiritual destruction of God’s Covenant people. The doing
The worldly gospel according to man’s self-centered
away of essential Biblical preservative laws, judgments,
sense of awareness has permitted men and women to
and principles of righteousness in either the Old or New
become most tolerant of today’s free to mix and match
Testaments is the road to national destruction, and much of
anything goes world. “Don’t judge, that isn’t fair, God’s
this is being done under the guise of “spirituality” to break
Laws no longer apply, that isn’t very loving,” mumbo
down the application of Kingdom principles (laws).
jumbo. The problems keep growing and increasing with
Hosea 5:7
severity because no one has the righteous sense of fortitude
“They have dealt treacherously against the Lord: for
to say, “STOP THE MADNESS!” But Nehemiah had the
they have begotten strange (ZUWR) children:”
righteous sense of fortitude to say it.
NEHEMIAH PROVES STRANGERS ARE NOT
By way of illustration, if you and I were to point out to
EQUAL WITH ISRAEL
certain people, that a growing
New CDs
There are several Hebrew
number of Americans “speak half
words for “stranger” such as “ger,” D-005 The Loving Church (Kingdom, 5) in the speech of a Caucasian
“tashab,” “zuwr,” “nekar,” or
person, and half in the speech of a
Lawrence Blanchard
“nokri.” To a large extent, Zuwr,
Haitian,” (or African) we would
and Nekar strangers are of a D-006 The Healing Church (Kingdom, 6) be hated, ridiculed, and thought of
Lawrence Blanchard
as being most unchristian. Yet,
different kind than Adam kind.
Race-mixing with them (Zuwr and D-007 The Judging Church (Kingdom, 7) that is exactly what Nehemiah
reports happened in these verses,
Nekar) is always prohibited, but
Lawrence Blanchard
and he “contended with them,
among Adamic strangers, marriage
is permitted for it is not interracial. D-008 The Governing Church (Kingdom, and cursed them, and smote
8) Lawrence Blanchard
certain of them, and plucked off
Remember, there are White
their hair, and made them swear
Adamite strangers and sojourners
D-009 The Sacraments of the Church
by God … Ye shall not give your
as Abraham himself was of this
(Kingdom, 9) Lawrence Blanchard
daughters unto their sons, nor
kind, and there are non-Adamic
D-010 Theology of the Church
take their daughters unto your
people (Zuwr or Nekar) strangers.
(Kingdom, 10) Lawrence Blanchard
sons, or for yourselves.” Now I’m
Mongrelization or race-mixing
certainly not encouraging any of
destroys race. It is racial genocide.
E-417 Keys to the Kingdom,
you to react the way Nehemiah
When people have been conJonathan Harness
did, but it is obvious he did not
ditioned to believe that racial
defense is somehow shameful, and G-864 Word Wars & Captive Thoughts, take the sin of miscegenation
pt 16, Ted Weiland
lightly, nor should we.
values that must be shunned, this
In addition the warning is
only encourages racial genocide.
G-886 Non-Optional Leadership,
given
in verse 27, “Did not
Now, I truly do not mean to be
pt 10, Ted Weiland
Solomon king of Israel SIN by
offensive, but let’s face it, most
these things?” Sin is a pretty
Christians today are quite fond of
strong word, but this word is equally applicable to our day
“bastards” and they will band together and fight you tooth
and time as well. Sure, in many ways this generation is on a
and toenail to make them fully included, appreciated, and
downhill slope to DISASTERVILLE, and we can conunconditionally loved. Of course, they will dislike me for
tinue to look the other way and try to pretend the problem
even bringing this up, and completely forget what the Word
away, or we can draw a line in the sand and take a stand for
of God says in Nehemiah 13 and Deuteronomy 23, as well
Biblical order, teach it, and encourage each other to follow
as numerous other Bible passages, as if Pastor Barley is the
and live by its precepts. Remember, God didn’t conproblem. Ignoring the problem will do nothing about the
demn something in the Old Testament, and then
bastardization of our people and the growing monlegalize it in the New Testament. Should we be proud of
grelization problem in our nation, let alone the rest of the
Nehemiah and his bold stand for the truth of God’s Word,
world.
or should we join the world and ridicule him as an
Of course, the idea of racial preservation today is
insensitive racist who’s out of touch with the reality of
unthinkable and viewed as evil according to man, but, no
world conditions? Verse 27:
my friend it is Biblical, and all your warm fuzzy feelings to
“Shall we then hearken unto you to do all this great
the contrary will not change this Biblical fact. As we read
evil, to transgress against our God in marrying strange
on in Nehemiah 13: 23, we find some tough love verses
wives? And one of the sons of Joiada, the son of Eliashib
that few Christians seem to want to dare associate with, or
the high priest, was son in law to Sanballat the Horonite:
think of as SPIRITUAL.
therefore I chased him from me.
True, people will and do try to negate the verses you
Remember them, O my God, because they have defiled
are about to read, but God is not the author of confusion
the priesthood, and the covenant of the priesthood, and of
and He does not change. Man does. Nehemiah 13:23-31
the Levites. Thus cleansed I them from all strangers
“In those days also saw I Jews that had married wives
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and fire, or the mind can be as a tornado, destroying everyand appointed the wards of the priests and the
thing in its path within minutes or hours. This power that
Levites, every one in his business; And for the wood
lies in the mind can be a power for good or evil. The mind
offering, at times appointed, and for the firstfruits.
can turn us into a raging maniac or lead us into sublime
Remember me, O my God, for good.”
heights.
Well, I have to ask, have I become your enemy because
Arriving back from a conference in San Diego, I was
I have told you some uncomfortable truths from the Word
refreshed
and renewed in the Spirit of (the) Christ, and
of God? Now I was born and raised in the South, but I
rejoiced in fellowship with my brothers and sisters in (the)
think both the North and the South were wrong. Just setting
Christ; God has given us a sound mind, but there are some
the slaves free to live and openly dwell in America was not
who do not have a sound mind.
the right solution, and, certainly, slavery was not Biblical,
“For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of
at least not the way the South did it. We should have sent
power,
and of love, and of a sound mind.” (2 Tim. 1:7).
the Negroes back to Africa, and made a reasonable form of
God is good! For He has blessed His people with many
restitution for our wrongs in the way we handled this
physical and mental benefits for daily use. God’s will is
matter. The principle of cleansing ALL NON-ADAMIC
that our minds, as well as our bodies, be instruments of
STRANGERS from our land as stated in verse 30 is not
righteousness, doing good and at peace with God. Evil
unbiblical, or cruel, or inhuman, it is moving within
forces with all their cunningness and strategy, know how to
Covenant understanding and Kingdom order. This, of
take the Christian mind and turn it into their playground,
course, did not happen, and there is always a national price
thus causing confusion, frustration, tension and anxiety.
to be paid for our national sins. 2 Chronicles 7:14 is our
Besides all these, worry seems to be the chief tool of these
only way of deliverance by way of Covenant.
evil forces. Your mind, through your nervous system,
This particular Bible study could go on in many helpful
affects every part of your body; wrong thinking causes
areas of Scriptural insight. I would recommend though, that
heart failure, high blood presall of you obtain a copy of my
sure, ulcers, hypertension and
book ISRAEL, SPIRITUAL
Old Historic Video
scores of fatal maladies coming
OR
PHYSICAL?
LET’S
THE CHRISTIAN ISRAEL STORY
from this source. “As we think,
WEIGH THE EVIDENCE for
Thus are we!”
disk
2
further research into this issue
When we worry, we are
The Coming of the Saints
of “Spiritual Israel.” It is
divided in our thinking. We
certainly my prayer that this
The Glastonbury Story
cannot make a clear decision; it
study has been helpful and
Light In The North
is next to impossible. Our peranswers a number of your
spective of things is clouded
Strange
Parallel
questions.
and blurred; understanding is
I certainly believe it is
Petra
wrong to hate someone because a brilliant series of videos telling the story of the lost and we cannot comprehend
or understand or grasp the situof their skin color or race, I
ation. There‘s a difference
ancestry
of
the
true
Israel
of
the
Bible
and
the
believe we should be kind to all
between the worlds “concern”
whereabouts
of
their
descendants
in
the
world
people as long as they are not
and “worry.” A concerned perseeking to hurt our life, liberty,
today.
son thinks about the problem,
or property. But at the same
CI-178 @ sug don $20
plans what to do about it and
time, being a melting pot of
then takes action to end the
racial indifference only prodilemma. Concern is meditamotes indifference to what God’s Word declares about race
tive;
worry
is
confusion,
frustration
and anxiety.
and racial guidelines.
I
am
concerned
about
the
ministry
here in Las Cruces,
Courtesy AmProm Newsletter, Box 157, Sandpoint ID 83864
especially when those outside the realm of the Kingdom
--------------------------------------------------------------Gospel are determined to cause confusion and frustration
A SOUND MIND
by their fables. These people are double-minded and unstaby pastor Roy Anderson
ble in all their ways, as we are told in James 1:8.
God’s Word gives direction on this matter of concern,
Break Thou the bread of life, Dear Lord to me,
for concern is hope: worry is hopelessness.
As Thou didst break the loaves beside the sea;
“Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; And lean not
Beyond the sacred page, I seek Thee Lord;
unto thine own understanding. In all thy ways acknowledge
My spirit pants for Thee, O living Word.
Him, and he shall direct thy paths. Be not wise in thine own
eyes; Fear the Lord, and depart from evil.” (Prov. 3:5-7).
O Send Thy Spirit Lord, Now unto me,
I have before me a book given to me by Brother
That He may touch my eyes and make me see:
George Southwick of California, titled “The New TestaShow me thy truth concealed within Thy Word,
ment in Modern English,” by J.B. Phillips. Here is what is
And in Thy book revealed I see the Lord.
said concerning worry.
“Don’t worry over anything whatever; tell God every
Our human bodies are packed from the top of our heads
detail of your needs in earnest and thankful prayer, and the
to the soles of our feet with mysterious arranged organs,
peace of God, which transcends human understanding, will
nerves, bones, sinews and the skin. One has to be amazed at
keep constant guard over your hearts and minds as they
its incredible durability. As a senior citizen, this becomes
rest in the Christ Jesus.” (Phil. 4:6-7, Phillips translation).
more apparent as the years roll by. But if we take all the
God’s Word tells us how we should be as Christians. I
parts together and compare them, each with the other, none
have often wondered if I should throw my hat in first,
is more potent than that of the mind. The mind is a tremenbefore I visit people who are double-minded. One never
dous force that controls all that is in the body. It is likened
knows how one is going to find them on a day to day basis.
unto a storehouse, a mighty transformer pouring out its
“Happy is he that hath the God of Jacob for his help,
energy and wisdom for every situation of life: it lies as a
Whose hope is in the Lord his God.” (Psalm 146:5)
sleeping volcano, sometimes erupting, pouring out smoke
There’s an old saying, but it’s worth mentioning con(NEKAR),
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cerning living for today. It goes like this:
“O Lord, open Thou my lips; and my mouth shall shew
“Yesterday is a cancelled check, and cannot be negotiforth Thy praise.” (Psalm 51:15).
ated; tomorrow is a promissory note which cannot be used
If we are to shed the garment of worry, as a dirty old
yet; and today only is cash in hand and is negotiable.”
coat, we must put on a new coat of praising God. Praise
We must live for today; don’t borrow from yesterday’s
removes that gray cloud that seems, at times, to hover over
woes; don’t reach for tomorrow, for God told the Psalmist:
our heads, and allows the sun to shine through. Praise dis“This is the day which the Lord hath made; We will
pels confusion, frustration, tension, anxiety and gloom. It
rejoice and be glad in it.” (Psalm 118:24).
brings hope and gladness. When you feel discouraged, or
Count your blessings, dearly beloved, name them one
slipping into worry, frustration, confusion or anxiety, go to
by one, and you will be surprised what the Lord hath done.
a quiet place; get down on your knees and praise God. His
God’s people, Israel, are to lay hold on God. It is God’s
promise in the Book is to help you, and you should claim
business to keep His people happy and joy filled through
that promise before Him. Then wait patiently as the
our faith in the Christ, Jesus. Our Messiah, Priest and comProphet Habakkuk did, when he said:
ing King did not leave us without a word on this important
“I will stand upon my watch, and set me upon the tower
subject concerning life’s worries, confusion, frustrations,
(the Lord), and will watch to see what He (the Lord) will
tensions, and anxieties. Do you remember what Jesus said
say unto me,. and what I shall answer when I am
in the Gospel of Matthew? Jesus said:
reproved.” (Habakkuk 2:1).
“Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought (be not
God does not always answer immediately. We must
anxious) for your life, what ye shall eat, what ye shall
wait our turn, for God has millions of prayers going up to
drink; nor yet for your body, what you shall put on. Is not
Him daily, not that He needs more time to answer. But he
the life more than meat, and the body than raiment? Behold
will answer for His Word is truth and just.
the fowls of the air: for they sow not, neither do they reap,
God gave us a sound mind to discern the tools of evil
nor gather into barns; yet
from the gifts of God. This
limited copies available:
your heavenly Father feedeth
was our first consideration
them. Are ye not much better
not to worry. The second
facsimile KING JAMES VERSION reprint.
than they? Which of you by
consideration for God’s peo8-1/4 inches by 5-1/2 inches by 2-3/4 inches
taking thought can add one
ple was to praise God. The
400th anniversary edition
cubit unto his stature? And
third and last consideration is
why take ye thought for raito heal our bodies and minds,
(no apocrypha).
ment? Consider the lilies of For the first time since the King James Version rolled so that we can have faith in
the field, how they grow; they
the Word of God.
toil not, neither do they spin: off the presses in 1611, you can see and experience an
“But without faith it is
And yet I say unto you, That exact, page-by-page, digitally remastered replica of impossible to please Him: for
even Solomon in all his glory the original printing in an economically priced edi- he that cometh to God must
was not arrayed like one of tion. This replication features the lavishly illustrated believe that He is, and that
these. Wherefore, if God so
He is a rewarder of them that
genealogy of key biblical figures—from Adam and diligently seek Him.” (Heb.
clothe the grass of the field,
which today is, (Psalm Eve to Jesus. You’ll also enjoy the beauty of the origi- 11:6).
118:24) and tomorrow is cast nal classic typeface (may not be everyone’s cup of
There is no other way to
into the oven, shall He not tea) and decorative initials, as well as the complete please God, or to live sucmuch more clothe you, O ye of
cessfully for Jesus (the)
little faith? Therefore take no preface entitled, “From the Translators to the Read- Christ, or to conquer worry,
thought saying, ‘What shall
frustration, confusion, teners” found in the original.
we eat?’ or ‘What shall we
sion or anxiety, than by faith.
Hardcover; small print
drink?’ or, ‘Wherewithal shall
Faith is a gift of God which
be quick! $21.00
we be clothed?’ For after all
grows as one seeks the truth
these things do the nations
in the Word of God. It is put
seek: for your Heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need
to the test by trials and tribulations, tempered by the grace
of all these things. But seek ye first the kingdom of God,
of God (1 Cor. 10:13).
and His righteousness; and all these things shall be added
Many Christians today believe that their feelings
unto you. Take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the
exhibit their faith. I have a problem with this, for I believe
morrow shall take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient
feelings have to do with our sensory physical make-up.
unto the day is the evil thereof.” (Matthew 6:25-34).
Faith is not dependent upon taste, touch, smelling, hearing,
Through prayer, praise and thanksgiving, which is a
seeing. or emotions; faith is believing, which is a process of
vital element in the lives of God’s people Israel, He enables
the mind believing in the Word of God.
His people to spiritually lift their hearts and minds, higher
My most difficult trials of my faith come, through
and closer to God. It is difficult to praise God in the midst
severe testing from the bitter, biting, baffling, ordeals of
of our problems, but it is possible. Did you notice the direcvicious, merciless backbiting so-called Christians. Have
tion Jesus gave to His people in Matthew 6:34? Jesus said
you had this experience? I pray for them, for this is in the
to leave tomorrow where it belongs. Don’t try to cross that
Book, but often wonder why I should follow God’s Word.
bridge before you get to it. Let tomorrow rest in God’s
This brings to mind what the Psalmist wrote:
hands, for “God is able to do exceeding abundantly above
“Mine enemies speak evil of me, ‘When shall he die,
all that we ask or think” (Eph. 3:20). Call upon God for
and his name perish?’ And if he come to see me, he speaketh vanity: His heart gathereth iniquity to itself; When he
today’s problems; let tomorrow be in God’s hands.
goeth abroad, he telleth it. All that hate me whisper
“By Him therefore let us offer the sacrifice of praise to
together against me; Against me do they devise my hurt.
God continually, that is, the fruit of our lips giving thanks
‘An evil disease,’ say they, ‘cleaveth fast unto him: And
to His name.” (Heb. 13:15).
now that he lieth he shall rise up no more.’ Yea, mine own
The Psalmist said: “And my tongue shall speak of Thy
familiar friend, in whom I trusted, which did eat of my
righteousness and of Thy praise all the day long.” (Psalm
bread, Hath lifted up his heel against me. But Thou, O
35:28).
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Lord, be merciful unto me, and raise me up, that I may
requite them. By this I know that Thou favourest me,
because mine enemy doth not triumph over me. And as for
me, Thou upholdest me in mine integrity, and settest me
before Thy face for ever. Blessed be the Lord God of Israel
from everlasting, and to everlasting. Amen and Amen.”
(Psalm 41:5-13).
If this Shepherd-King of Israel can endure the most
ruthless and heartless kind of verbal punishment from his
so-called friends, and be put to death on the cross, then
through faith, I will travail - lay hold on God and never let
go.
“That the trial of your faith, being much more precious
than of gold that perisheth, though it be tried with fire,
might be found unto praise and honor and glory at the
appearing of Jesus (the) Christ,” (1 Peter 1:7).

and secular groups alike,’ the Free Exercise Clause ‘gives
special solicitude to the rights of religious organizations’.”
In keeping with Delery’s argument, the Washington
Post, as a corporation, can use its First Amendment-protected freedom of speech to write editorials in support of
the Obama administration imposing its contraception mandate on businesses like Hobby Lobby.
But the members of the family that created and owns
Hobby Lobby as a corporation have no First Amendment
freedom of religion that protects them from being forced by
the government to act against their religious beliefs in providing abortion-inducing drugs.
The second argument the administration makes to justify forcing Christians to act against their faith is more
sweeping. Here the administration argues it can force a person to act against his religion so long as the coercion if
Courtesy Destiny Letter, Box 177, Merrimac MA 01860
done under the authority of a law that is neutral and gener---------------------------------------------------------ally applicable—in other words, as long as the law was not
written specifically to persecute Christians as Christians,
DAVID & GOLIATH
the government can use that law to
Obama Administration: We
persecute Christians.
can and will force Christians to
Arnold Kennedy’s writings live on
Hobby Lobby is a family busiact against their faith.
six years after his death
ness. David Green created it in his
In a legal argument formally
HARLOT CHURCHES
garage in Oklahoma City in 1972.
presented in federal court in the
case of Hobby Lobby v. Kathleen “Shall I then take members of Christ and He and his wife, Barbara, and their
Sebelius, the Obama administra- make them members of an harlot? God three children—Steve, Mart and
Darsee Green Lett—have grown
tion is claiming that the First
forbid!” (1 Cor. 6:15).
the business to where it now operAmendment—which
expressly
The Harlot is a church - Rome is a
ates 500 stores in 41 states. David
denies the government the authority
to prohibit the “free exercise” of “church.” The Harlot has prepared a spiel Green is Hobby Lobby’s CEO;
religion—nonetheless allows it to of words that will attract the young man to Steve Green is its president; Mart
Green is vice CEO; and Darsee
force Christians to directly violate
their religious beliefs even on a her. This spiel of words are doctrines - they Lett is vice president. Mart Green
matter that involves the life and are the doctrines being followed in various is also CEO of the privately owned
death of innocent human beings.
measures by almost EVERY church. In all Mardel chain of Christian bookBecause federal judges—in- the popular non-liturgical churches, there stores, which operates 35 stores in
7 states. Through Hobby Lobby,
cluding Supreme Court Justice
is
very
little
between
each
of
them
in
the
the Greens have created more than
Sonia Sotomayer—have refused to
grant an injunction protecting the structure, or in doctrine. Many, including 13,000 jobs. Mardel has created
owners of Hobby Lobby from being
liturgical churches, even see the Roman 372 jobs.
The Greens, who are Evangeliforced to act against their Christian Church as the mother-church to themselves.
cal
Christians,
do not suspend their
faith, those owners will be subject
to federal fines of up to $1.3 million This indicates such churches have become religious beliefs while running
their businesses. Instead, they
per day starting Tuesday for refusdaughters of the Harlot.
strive to run them fully in accoring to include abortion-inducing
#623 @ sug don $5.25
dance with their Christian beliefs.
drugs in their employee health plan.
They are unanimous in stating
The Obama administration is making a two-fold arguthat they have always “sought to run Hobby Lobby in harment for why it can force Christians to act against their
mony with God’s Laws and in a manner which brings glory
faith in complying with the regulation it has issued under
to God.” They do not have two sets of morals—one for
the Obamacare law that requires virtually all health care
when they are at church or at home and another for when
plans to cover, without co-pay, sterilization, contraceptives,
they are working on their businesses. They have only one
and abortion-inducing drugs.
set of morals—that they strive to follow at work or any
The first argument the administration makes against
other activity.
the owners of Hobby Lobby is that Americans lose their
They also provide their employees with a generous
First Amendment right to freely exercise their religion
self-insured health care plan, and they even operate an onwhen they form a corporation and engage in commerce. A
site, cost-free health clinic at their corporate headquarters.
person’s Christianity, the administration argues, cannot be
But, guided by their Christian faith, the Greens believe that
carried out through activities he engages in through an
human life begins at conception and that aborting unborn
incorporated business.
life is wrong. In keeping with this, they do not cover in
“Hobby Lobby is a for-profit, secular employer, and a
their employee health plan abortions, abortion-inducing
secular entity by definition does not exercise religion,” said
drugs, or IUDs that prevent implantation of an embryo.
acting Assistant Attorney General Stuart Delery in a filing
In September, the Greens, Hobby Lobby and Mardel
submitted in the U.S. District Court for the Western District
bookstores sued Health and Human Services Secretary
of Oklahoma.
Kathleen Sebelius, Labor Secretary Timothy Geithner and
“Because Hobby Lobby is a secular employer, it is not
the departments of Health Human Service, Labor and Treaentitled to the protections of the Free Exercise Clause or
sury. Their complaint said that the Obamacare contracepRFRA (the Religious Freedom Restoration Act),” Delery
tion mandate violates their First Amendment right to the
told the court on behalf of the administration. “This is
free exercise of religion because supporting abortion or
because, although the First Amendment freedoms of
counseling for abortion is contrary to their religious faith.
speech and association are ‘right[s] enjoyed by religious
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As the mandate now stands, the Greens were told they
must begin complying with it on Jan. 1.
The Greens appealed their request for an injunction to
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 10th Circuit. A panel of
two appeals court judges refused their plea. They then
appealed to Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor, who
sits over that circuit, and she declined to reverse the lower
courts and issue an injunction.
The Greens stated they would not start complying with
the mandate on Tuesday and that they would continue to
pursue their case in federal court. “The company will continue to provide health insurance to all qualified employees. To remain true to their faith, it is not their intention, as
a company, to pay for abortion-inducing drugs.”
Will the Obama administration compel Christians to
act against their faith? As of now, the answer seems plain:
It will.

ing; if it is by way of making a point or case by way of figure-of-speech, or common saying.
The tale of demons going into swine, just like the
woman running into the wilderness followed by a dragon,
is not literal. It is symbolism, and unless on does not know
who the Israelites are, such tales are meaningless and open
to the silliest of interpretations. Some texts use the word
‘demons,’ some translations use the word ‘devils.’
“When He came to the other side in the region of the
Gadarenes, two demon-possessed men coming from the
tombs met him. They were so violent that no one could
pass that way. ‘What do you want with us, Son of God?’
they shouted. ‘Have you come here to torture us before the
appointed time?’ Some distance from them a large herd of
swine was feeding. The demons begged Jesus, ‘If you drive
us out, send us into the herd of swine.’ He said to them,
‘Go!’ So they came out and went into the swine, and the
CNSNews.com
whole herd rushed down the steep
http://csnews.com/news/article/obamabank into the lake and died in the
More of Arnold Kennedy:
administration-we-can-and-will-force-christians-actwater. Those tending the swine ran
against-their-faith
“GENTILES”
off; went into the town and
Courtesy Update International, PO Box 30,
The word misused to promote the popular reported all this, including what
Serpentine Vic 3517
--------------------------------all-inclusive “Jews and Gentiles” Doctrine. had happened to the demon-posCORRECTION:
When we examine verses such as, Deut. 7:6, sessed men. Then the whole town
went out to meet Jesus. And when
In the January issue of the
Covenant Messenger, #320, we they establish the exclusive nature of Israel they saw him, they pleaded with
wrongly attributed the article on as being a set-apart race (holy) among all him to leave their region.”
It should be clear that this tale,
Survival Food Replication to
the other races of this globe. We can see
Adam de Witt. It should have been there is a racial message that conflicts with if a true account of an actual happening is loopy and off-the-wall.
attributed to Ken Lent. We apolothe common belief about ‘Jews and Gen- Think about it. The Bible is also
gise (to Ken) for this error.
called the Logos, the writings of
tiles.’ The common teaching is that ‘the
--------------------------Logic, but where is the logic here?
DEVILS AND SWINE
Jews’ are Israel and the ‘Gentiles’ are
Look at it again. Ask yourselves,
by Adam de Witt
everyone else. The two views are against would demons which are devils
each other.....
who serve some spook called Satan
When it comes to telling those
presumably, actually meekly ask
#624
@
sug
don
$4.95
who believe in the church-taught
Jesus something like this, “I say
creature, that they call Satan, the
Jesus, now if you are going to drive
Devil or even Lucifer; that there is something wrong with
us
out
of
this
chap
....
er
... two chaps ..... then be a nice felthat belief, namely: that this evil entity is not some spook ...
low
and
pop
us
into
those
swine over there....” Would they?
And that when each case is tackled with them, to show who
Would
not
they
like
all
demons
put up a mean fight? And
this creature truly was .... you can see they are half taking it
why
onto
and
into
swine?
Why
not something else? Why
on. Those who believe in this evil-being as some wanderthe
meek
offer
of
exchange?
It
makes
no sense at all and
ing spook through the ages feel at times thwarted at not
truly,
I
wonder
about
folks
who
in
their
right
mind can even
being able to prove that it is super-spook. There are a few
think
nothing
of
this
and
think
it
all
perfectly
normal.
hard examples for them to deal with, but the one they seem
And
if
swine
are
so
unclean,
what
difference
should it
to love most is that of the demons being cast into the swine
make
to
the
swine?
Why
should
they
run
into
the
sea and
as proof of devils.
drown,
when
men
are
far
more
sensitive
than
swine,
yet
Mark 5:9 describes the following in the land of the
they
never
ran
into
the
sea
to
drown?
Gadarenes: “And He (Jesus) asked him (the man), ‘What is
And why should men for that matter, further afield be
thy name?’ And he answered, saying, ‘My name is Legion:
tending
swine in a land where such a form of farming was
for we are many’.”
deemed
as forbidden? The whole tale is a joke, if it were
Luke 8:30 describes the same story: “And Jesus asked
literal.
But
very telling for those who have eyes to see and
him, saying, ‘What is thy name?’ And he said, ‘Legion;’
ears
to
hear
if it were a coded tale, like a parable or riddle.
because many devils had gone into him.”
There
is
a counter tale to this, a flip side, elsewhere in
Matthew 8:28-34 has a bespoke version of the story:
the
Bible
which
NO ONE for some reason takes literal...
“And when He was come to the other side into the land of
“..cast
not
your
pearls before swine, .... lest they turn
the Gergesenes, there met Him two possessed with devils,
around
and
rend
you...”
coming out of the tombs, exceeding fierce, so that no man
Should
this
be
taken literal? Why not ... if the above
might pass that way.”
account
is
taken
literal?
You may say, of course not. It
So at first glance, it looks believable. Many devils in
would
be
daft
to
take
it
literal.
Who for starters would cast
this man, or two men ... so to start with we have an issue
pearls
to
‘oinkers’
and
even
if
you
did, swine would surely
here - is it one or two men? We see right from the start with
not
turn
around
and
rip
at
you
for
doing
so.
this tale, something is amiss.
So
of
course
it’s
not
literal.
It’s
given
as a tale of learnThe Bible has a number of mechanisms worked into
ing
to
make
a
point.
Great,
we
agree
on
that
... then be conthe script to make it clear when it is speaking in riddles,
sistent
....
demons
meekly
asking
to
hop
into
swine, to then
likeness-tales (parables), or symbolism. We do the same in
drown
in
a
sea,
is
also
an
account
to
make
a
point.
It is not
the way we talk, we often throw in sayings and our way of
the
literal,
but
has
rather
a
meaning
of
great
worth
for the
using them makes it clear to the listener what we are sayOvercomers. Furthermore I would add, this tale is the conChristian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
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tinuation of the theme of casting pearls to swine, but
they override the Godly-nature-(al) in the flesh. Making us
instead of pearls, it is the opposite of pearls.
struggle to drive them out ... and I dare say, we cannot drive
Give the swine pearls and they will trample us. Give
them out ... try as we may. I think any man who says that he
them tripe and rubbish and they will trample themselves to
has no evil thoughts is a liar. I have my evil thoughts and
be choked to death in the sea.
despite all I know, I so often return to these ... Oh wretched
The ‘Swine’ are unclean folk.
man that I am!
The ‘Sea’ stands for the throngs, the masses.
Now back to that tale ....... So, why would anybody in a
‘Pearls’ are truths, clean thoughts.
land that does not eat swine, be herding swine? One only
‘Demons’ is translated from a word that means, not
herds animals that we eat. We herd sheep for wool, but also
spooks, but a mindset. And because this is a likeness-tale,
to eat. Same with oxen, chickens and so on. Swine were
or a learning-tale ... teaching by way of understood custom
unclean, even to touch; so no one would herd them. This
... we need to free our thinking from church tradition. Jesus
tale is not one of herds of pig-swine, but of folk-swine.
said that church tradition fordoes (destroys) the Word of
And the name, Legion ..... what an odd name. Legion is
God, and that we are to seek the ‘spirit’ or gist of the Law,
a Roman term and it is a military one and a Legion is numand thus often, of the tales told. The tradition of interpretber of soldiers from 3000 to 6000 men. Note the number 6.
ing the word ‘daimon’ in Greek is: super-natural evil spirit.
Thousand means greatness but with the number 6, the
greatness of men, rather than from God. Man’s greatness is
However, that is a heathen custom. In reality, when we sin,
always, unclean. We also see that Legion in one version is
Break God’s Law, we do this because of a compulsion, a
of two men. This whole thing is about unclean Israelites.
drive. And it is often almost involuntary. As if it is not our
Two men stands for the two
will, so it seems to be over
witnesses, two nations of Israel(super) our natural ability to
Investigate before you Vaccinate
ites, who are also one ... that’s
control. Spirit is a Latin word,
VACCINATION
also a riddle. How can two be
the English word is ghost. The
A guide for (Australian) parents
one. We who know who we are
word ‘gas’ is from the same
word. It means, a fuel, or that researched and updated by Kathy Scarborough know that the One Folk of
Israel became two nations, the
which fuels. In Dutch and GerB.Sc., Grad. Dip. Ed.
man, the alcohol plonk is called All information on vaccination is provided in the House of Israel and the House
of Judah. The Bible calls them
Geest/Geist. It means Ghost. So
interest of promoting informed choice and as a at times, sisters. Then it calls
a bottle of spirits is a bottle of
ghosts. Yet no one would think community service. The decision about whether to the two harlots. Then as one
that a bottle is full of spooks. vaccinate or not is yours alone. Vaccination is not harlot. Then as a Bride. Then a
wife.
Ghost must then not mean
It also calls wisdom a she
spook, but something else.It compulsory in Australia and is not required for
means a fuel, and that which school entry. There are no financial penalties for and folly a he. The ‘man of sin’
is thus a he, but this term is a
fuels. In other words, fuels our
not vaccinating.
collective one for a people
mind. Indeed, the Bible tells us
#667 @ sug don $6.70
where it is used and refers to
that God put an evil spirit into
Esau; and by extension,
Saul to kill David. So did God
Edomites, which consists of males and females. Just as the
put a demon in Saul?
bride of Jesus (the) Christ is of men and women. And if we
But wait a minute, is it not God’s will to have demons
are to get all this wisdom, and wisdom is a she, then why
driven out? Yet here is a case where God puts a devil, a
must we not be defiled/smutted by women, as is stated in
demon into a man. Clearly if God can put a demon into a
Revelation? If we gain wisdom, are we then smutted? I
man, he can then drive them out, and Jesus does as his
think it is enough to say, symbolism and riddles are what is
Father, so He can do likewise. Yet most who even believe
the issue in said examples. We see that symbols are used
in spook-demons, would see that in the case of Saul, the
and these are riddles, and riddles are tales for the initiated
demon or evil spirit/evil ghost is in fact an evil thought.
only to understand. Legion is not a person, rather he is
Likewise then, those very same folk should understand that
unclean Israel, made unclean by his heathenism, his devils,
when evil demons are driven out, that these are evil
his untold sins. He is also mad. We are told that the whore
thoughts ... but suddenly, they do not apply the same logic.
is drunk on Babylonian wine. Wine is a ......? A SPIRIT/
Duh?
Geist/ghost. So Israelites are drunken mad when full of the
Casting pearls to swine is clean thoughts, God’s truths,
thoughts/mind-set of Babylon or the realm of men as gods
His Word ... taking His Word to the non-Israelites (as I
(law givers). Look at those of our kin ... are they not bonrecently read from an Identity pastor, that he would be
kers? Look at them. They love killing themselves .... they
quite happy to do that - just not mix his listeners, CIM).
do! They smoke ... it kills! They booze ... it wastes huge
The missionaries did just that. Not one of the so-called
sums of their meagre funds and it kills them! They don’t
great missionaries such as Livingstone lived a blessed life
have babies but send their meagre funds and resources to
thereafter, all died wretchedly or their loved ones did.
feed and heal pre-Adamites who hate us overseas to help
The word ‘daimon’ is a true Hebrew tradition, and by
them keep their offspring alive in huge breeding numbers,
that I do not mean Jewish, but overcomer Israelite tradition,
and when they fail in their lands, we let them in and swamp
was that of applied logic, namely: the overwhelming
our lands where they then mug, rape and kill us. And when
strength of bad thoughts takes man captive, even the best of
anyone says “Boo,” they are attacked and laws are passed
us. Paul taught just that when he said, “I do that which I
to jail them ... now tell me that Israelites are not mad and
ought not, and that which I ought, I do not. Oh wretched
unclean and utterly bonkers ... tell me that they are not an
man that I am.”
army against us and God ... tell me they are not a Legion of
His geist/ghost/spirit/mind-fuel was overtaken (supernutters!
seded) but a bad fuel, and evil thinking ... not my use of the
The riddle is that Jesus, like His Father are able to put
words ... OVERtaken/SUPERseded ... thus SUPER natural.
unclean geists/mindsets into Israelites (and God does as He
We see that the natural was in a ‘Superly’ natural state,
has clearly stated, that He has blinded His folk to truth ... to
overridden by sinful thoughts. Sinful thoughts override
pearls) and is also able to take these away. So when we
pearl thoughts very easily, that makes them supernatural,
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have our filth driven out of us unto the unclean, it will drive
for liberty, private-property rights, and national soverthe unclean insane and they will flee and choke amidst the
eignty.
throngs in the throng nations, the seas where the nit-wit
Despite being non-binding, analysts said the legislators
‘great-missionaries’ also went mad.
in Tennessee sent a powerful message by recognizing the
When will all our filth be driven out?
“destructive and insidious nature” of the controversial UN
“And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying,
scheme. The resolution, among other points, urges the pubBabylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the
lic and policy makers to reject Agenda 21, which it
habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a
describes as “a comprehensive plan of extreme environcage of every unclean and hateful bird.” (Rev. 18:2)
mentalism, social engineering, and global political conWho is a habitation or a HOUSE (nation) of devils/
trol.”
demons at this moment? Look around you, our Sakson
Echoing a similar measure adopted earlier this year by
lands are a House of unclean devils, our race is a Harlot and
the Republican National Committee (RNC), the resolution
it whores with the Beast system of Edom. Look at your
approved in Tennessee cites the UN’s own documents to
neighbours ... do they want God’s Law in the land? Do they
expose the global plan. Agenda 21 policy describes “social
know it? Do they know for instance of the Law of the City
justice,” for example, as “the right and opportunity of all
of Refuge, or the Law of washing one’s hands in the ashes
people to benefit equally from the resources afforded us by
in water of the red heifer? Do they? Do they know the difsociety and the environment,” lawmakers observed.
ference between clean and unclean food? Do they hold the
Such a “radical” vision would have to be accomplished
feast days or do they hold Xmas and Easter, even Hallowby what the resolution describes as “socialist” and “comeen?
munist” means—”redistribution of wealth” from U.S. TaxWho then is the harlot? Who
payers to governments around the
is a House of devils? That’s right .
world. Meanwhile, the legislation
Missed LOAN ONLY Video:
. . . the Lost Sheep of the House of
points out, Agenda 21 considers
MIND CONTROL
Israel ..... the Caucasian nations.
national sovereignty to be a
A Brave New World or
Our nations are BONKERS and
“social injustice.”
Enhancing Human Performance
then when you tell them they
In other words, if the UN has
become fierce and uncontrollable!
its way, Americans would be
Dr. Nick Begich
They are Legion! And Jesus will Manipulation of the mind, emotions and physical forced to submit to global authoridrive that madness out onto Baby- health through new applied technologies contin- ties as opposed to governing
lon and He does it when? .....
themselves under the framework
when it has fallen. All our ues to draw attention of military planners around established by the Constitution.
the world. Nick presents the most startling
uncleanness will be cast onto it ...
And everything would have to
and guess what? We are told that advances in this area for both military and private change—education, the economy,
Babylon is cast into the sea ... the
policies, taxes, consumption, prosector users.
lake of fire. Lake is another word
duction, and more.
DVD#CI-599 @ LOAN ONLY $7
for sea.
“This United Nations Agenda
The swine in the tale became the habitation of devils
21 plan of radical so-called ‘sustainable development’
after Jesus had driven them from the ‘possessed’ man.
views the American way of life of private property ownerThat tale is an end-time foretelling, it is not a loopy tale
ship, single-family homes, private car ownership and indiof two nutters in caves who had thousands of spooks in
vidual travel choices, and privately owned farms all as
them who meekly asked Jesus to be shifted to piggies down
destructive to the environment,” the resolution explains.
the lane; which then took off for an endless swim.
“We hereby endorse rejection of its radical policies and
Folks, if you are of the overcomers, it is asked of you to
rejection of any grant monies attached to it.”
be of sober mind ... then be sober and do not think like a
While the 20-year-old global plan has never been fordrunk, who believes in silly foolish things.
mally adopted by the U.S. Senate—which must ratify all
------------------------------------------------------------treaties—it is still being implemented across the nation by
stealth. “The United Nations Agenda 21 is being covertly
pushed into local communities throughout the United
by James Bruggeman
States of America,” the measure notes.
In my series of Bible lectures, Mystery Babylon and the Stone
Aside from the federal executive branch, one of the
Kingdom, I have exposed and commented upon Agenda 21. Here is
main forces working to foist the scheme on Americans is a
more on this nefarious plot.
global organization named ICLEI (formerly known as the
Tennessee Passes Resolution Slamming “Socialist”
International Council of Local Environmental Initiatives).
UN Agenda 21
And it uses a variety of innocent sounding terms—”Smart
Even as the United Nations prepares to massively
Growth” and “Green,” for example—to advance the conexpand its “sustainable development” agenda at the upcomtroversial agenda, the resolution states. As such, the legislaing sustainability summit in Rio de Janeiro, lawmakers in
ture of Tennessee resolved to warn America about the
Tennessee approved a joint resolution blasting the global
“dangerous intent” of the plan.
body’s controversial Agenda 21 - adopted at the 1992 Earth
Facing a tidal wave of anti-Agenda 21 activism, an
Summit - as an “insidious” socialist plot. All across Amerassortment of extremist pro-UN groups and tax-funded proica, opposition to the UN schemes is building quickly.
pagandists have attempted to downplay the significance of
The popular measure (HJR 587) in Tennessee was
the global agenda, portraying it as a harmless environmenpassed by a bipartisan 72-to-23 landslide in the state House
tal initiative. But experts and lawmakers were not conof Representatives last month. And on Tuesday, it was
vinced, and opposition to the schemes continues to grow.
overwhelmingly approved in the Senate with 19 in favor
State Sen. Mike Bell, a Republican who sponsored the
and 11 against.
Senate resolution in Tennessee, held up the UN’s Agenda
A broad coalition of activists from across the political
21 in a thick folder for all to see. “There are over 300
spectrum came together to support the resolution, urging
pages, like I said, contained in this document,” he
lawmakers to stand firm in the face of attacks to protect the
explained, noting that the state resolution would send a
people of Tennessee. And the efforts paid off: Supporters
“message” to Congress. “I can best describe this as zoning
celebrated its passage Wednesday as another small victory

UN AGENDA 21
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rules on steroids.”
21)
Some Democrats, however, did not see it that way. “It
Courtesy: Dr. James W. Bruggeman’s blog.
seems to me that planning and forethought and trying to
------------------------------------------------------------preserve our Tennessee was of life is exactly what we
THE HOARY HEAD IS A CROWN OF
should be doing,” State Sen. Andy Berke was quoted as
GLORY,
saying. It was not immediately clear why he opposed the
if
it
be
found
in
the way of righteousness.
resolution because it merely condemns Agenda 21 and UN
-- Proverbs 16:31.
schemes—not planning, forethought, or the preservation of
Do
you
realize
how
easily
man’s
humanist
governthe state’s way of life.
ment
has
separated
our
families/people
according
to
Still, despite support from some pro-UN Democrats,
age?!
Is
anything
like
that
found
in
the
Bible?
Doesn’t
anyopposition to the global organization and its “sustainable
body ever question this anymore?!
development” schemes largely transcends party lines. In
It’s not just our children when they go to government
the Tennessee House, for example, at least half-a-dozen
schools
. . . . ‘Older’ people — those who know the most
Democratic lawmakers joined with the GOP majority to
real
history
(not just the twist that’s given in government
approve the anti-Agenda 21 resolution.
text
books),...
and have the most wisdom, gained from their
Activists who backed the measure come from both
own
life
struggles
. . . are segregated off into retirement
sides of the aisle, too. “Let’s be sure to thank those elected
centers
or
retirement
homes or villages, or carefree living,
officials who have the courage to brave ridicule and disinor
whatever
they
call
them
. . . far away from the very ones
formation in order to bring UN Agenda 21/Sustainable
they
most
want
to
be
near
and
have some influence over ...
Development out of the shadows and into the light,” noted
their
own
dear
progeny.
That
progeny
needs their wisdom .
the group Democrats Against U.N Agenda 21 in a state.
.
wisdom
that
only
comes
with
age
and experience and
ment urging the Tennessee Senate
suffering.**
to approve the resolution. “We can
Missed LOAN ONLY Videos:
Grandparents are very special
do it. We’re getting stronger everypeople
who have endless love and
The
Debate
over
day, and it’s because you are
adoration/support
for their grandTHE AGE OF THE EARTH
speaking out.”
children
.
.
.
and
generally they
Of course, the growing alli- Do the Biblical and Natural records demonhave
the
needed
time
to devote to
ance seeking to preserve individual strate that the earth is young or old? A 2-part
such
a
special
relationship.
They
liberty and private property in the
delight
in
being
around
grandchildebate
featuring
Dr.
Danny
Faulkner
and
Dr.
face of UN plans also includes a
dren, . . . and grandchildren, too,
wide range of conservative and libHugh Ross.
need and naturally seek that speertarian organizations. Diverse
DVD#CI-614 @ LOAN ONLY $7
cial relationship and love. They
groups such as the Tennessee
both thrive on that special family
Eagle Forum, local Tea Party
relationship
that
share
.
.
. . a relationship that can add years
chapters, The John Birch Society, the American Policy
of
happy
life
to
a
hoary
head.
Center, and even the Republican National Committee all
Today government schools teach children not to listen
played a role in getting the joint resolution passed.
to
their
parents, . . . that they can make their own choices
Meanwhile, another piece of legislation on the agenda
(and
reap
the consequences!) . . . . That being the case,
in Tennessee would do more than simply condemn the UN
don’t
you
know
man’s government had to devise some way
plan using strong language—it would completely prohibit
of
getting
the
influence
of much-loved grandparents out of
the adoption or implementation of any part of the global
the
way,
too,
in
order
to
have any influence/control?!
scheme within the state. If passed, the law would ensure
The
amazing
part
of
this is that we let them. Many
that local governments and state agencies would not be able
hoary
heads
like
the
sound
of ‘retiring’ from responsibilito financially support or work with the vast array of
ties
and
actually
look
forward
to just living for pleasure in
“shadow organizations” seeking to “surreptitiously implethis
“I,
Me,
My
World.”
But
do
they really? Just go to some
ment ‘Agenda 21’ around the world.”
of
those
retirement
places.
They
are, for the most part, sad
Beyond Tennessee, legislators and policymakers at
places
with
no
‘life’
in
them.
Entertainment, oh, yes,
state and local level all across America are working hard to
there’s
plenty
of
things
to
occupy
their
attention . . . but uit
stop the agenda as well. Several states are already consideris
not
life,
.
.
.
what
kind
of
future
do
they
have to look foring similar legislation. And scores of city governments are
ward
to?
dropping their controversial membership in ICLEI—with
Instead of occupying the minds of these valuable hoary
the trend expected to accelerate faster than ever this year.
heads
with the problems of the day, and looking for their
The UN, however, is moving full-speed ahead toward
guidance,
every available moment at these dead-end places
achieving its goals. Several official documents released in
is
encouraged
to be filled with ‘entertainment’ (aided by
recent weeks revealed that the global body plans to use this
Legal
drugs
to
placate any bothersome symptoms) . . . The
June’s UN Conference on Sustainable Development
result
is
that
they
are no longer a vital part of the life and
(UNCSD) to amass wide-ranging new powers and literally
society
of
the
remaining
population . . . They no longer
re-shape civilization under the guise of environmentalism.
interact
with
young
people,
or help to educate this counEven people’s thoughts and lifestyles are in the crosshairs.
try’s
future
generations
—
their
own precious progeny . . .
The upcoming global summt—known as Rio+20
which
is
really
their
future!—and
therefore, keep and hand
because it marks the 20th anniversary of the Earth Summit
down
special
talents,
skills,
knowledge,
. . . . ‘Future genwhich adopted Agenda 21—will seek to transform humanerations’
are
so
caught
up
in
worldly
pursuits,
they are not
ity toward what its leaders describe as a “green economy.”
even
wanting
to
gain
these
skills/knowledge
their dear
It will be chaired by UN CSD Secretary General Sha
ancestors
can
bless
them
with!
Zukang, who served as a senior diplomate for the CommuDon’t you agree, we need the input of our precious
nist Chinese dictatorship before taking on his high-level
hoary
heads in these End Times?!
“sustainability” post at the U.N. [end of article. Credit: New
The
mixing of the young, who are naturally eager to
American Magazine April 25, 2012 http://thenewamericopy
and
learn from their elders (honored and held in specan.com/tech/environment/item/11120-tennessee-passes-resolucial
places
in our hearts) can only benefit from such family
tion-slamming-%E2%80%9socialist%E2%80%9D-un-agenda-
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[taken from the September 1942 issue of Destiny Magazine]
associations, particularly at church . . . rather than joining
**
the trend to ‘get away from home’ and attend universities to
On July 28, there died in Jerusalem, at the government
receive humanist indoctrination for the future New World
hospital there, a man to whom the world owes much! At the
Order.
age of 89, Sir William Matthew Flinders Petrie was at his
The enemy knows well that if you don’t know history,
rest after a full lifetime of labors during which he had made
you are doomed to repeat it! And the youth of today don’t
ancient Egypt intelligible to the modern mind.
even know the handicap being pushed on them by this lack
With disregard for personal comfort and gain, he had
of guidance and love ‘old’ people just naturally want to
swung picks, compared evidence, battled with obstructing
bestow.
officials, taught university students and had written sevThe old, instead of feebleness and infirmities, are to
enty-five volumes on various phases of his work. Abandonbear fruit in old age, and be fat and flourishing.
ing his first love, the Anglo-Saxon ruins in England, he
** Once you volunteer into one of those retirement
began digging out the glories of Egypt; working first
places, you are expected to get sick . . . and then sicker and
among the pyramids and temples at Gizeh. By 1892 his
sicker . . . . needing more and more Legally-prescribed
reputation as an archeologist was established; he was
drugs. Once you arrive, aren’t you surrounded by sicknessappointed Professor of Egyptology at University College,
management people who are there to tend to your every litLondon, and in 1933 became Professor Emeritus there.
tle ache or pain the way they have been trained? . . . and
Among his many significant discoveries was a camp of
they are trained in sickness and Legal drugs . . . not health
the Hyksos or “Shepherd Kings.” He found names in the
or what might provide health.
Egyptian “Book of the Dead” strikingly like those in the
These are places where it is assumed Legal drugs
Caucasus. At Tell el Ajjul, he discovered five palaces,
[Legal does not mean Lawful] can fix any physical, mental
superimposed on each other, the earor emotional problem. Few are conliest dating from 3100 B.C. containcerned that each one of these manMissed LOAN ONLY Video:
ing an immense bathroom, larger
made drugs may have 5, 6, 7 or 9+
The Great Dothan
than many modern apartments and as
pages of unhealthy and even scary
side-effects! . . . requiring more drugs CREATION EVOLUTION DEBATE good as those of Greek or Roman
to treat these added side effects! When there is an open exchange of ideas times. He also discovered at Tell
Ignorance of that fact does not protect regarding origins, it becomes clear that this Ajjul a gold ring, proved to be of
the ‘innocent.’ And who wants to is not a debate between religion and sci- Irish origin, showing that the British
change a lifestyle, anyway, when it’s ence. The proponents of evolutionary theory Isles and the East had traded with
each other in those ancient days.
easier to just take another pill and let
When Sir Flinders—as he presomeone else do your thinking for are no longer able to dismiss creationists
with a wave of their academic hand. There ferred to be known—after spending
you?
Instead of questioning and is a growing list of Darwinian skeptics that years excavating the Hyksos sites,
searching for the cause of an illness, refutes the often repeated and unsubstanti- came definitely to the conclusion that
and thereby eliminating it . . . one ated claim that “virtually every scientist in the reign of the Shepherd Kings had
lasted for an even longer period than
drug just begets the use of another
drug. Once a drug is administered, . . the world believes the theory to be true” is specified by Manetho, the Egyp. do you know of any instance where and that a person who does not believe in tian historian, it was to the consternathat drug is removed or even lessened evolution cannot be a “legitimate scientist.” tion of German critics who had
reduced the period to a century. Furbecause the patient improved or
DVD#CI-615 @ LOAN ONLY $7
ther, the contemporary evidence disrecovered?! So in such drug-depencovered of the period of Semitic
dent system, how can anyone ever
occupation of Syria and Palestine some seven centuries
regain health, . . . or even think there might be a possibility
before Abraham’s time confounded those critics who had
of that?!
thrown the Bible’s genealogy of Abraham in Genesis 9 to
Everyone gets depressed or down at one time or
the winds, boldly affirming that he was a Canaanite!
another, don’t they . . . but it is a terminal mistake if you
For among the most significant of the evidences of
(whether an honored senior or anyone else) step onto the
their own time left by those who lived when Abraham,
never-ending treadmill of Legal-drug-dependency. InsurIsaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses and Joshua walked the earth
ance companies help make participation in this routine easare the broken pieces of earthenware from which much has
ily affordable and thereby encourage it.
been learned. It was the minute inspection of these which
And we allow our precious “Seniors” to be taken from
supplied unmistakable evidence concerning the ancient
us and confined to this unnatural segregated life.
alphabet and which has made it necessary to accept the fact
‘They’ (those who hate the Lord Jesus the Christ) have
that our Bible was actually written! It was Sir Flinders who
learned how to whip up the Passions of the People/us to
had discovered the earliest alphabetical writing yet known,
do what ‘they’ want . . . and then to manage/control us
and which connects up with the worship of the Israelites in
once we have volunteered/joined . . . .
the wilderness as instituted by Moses. It is true that writing
Old age today is associated with sickness/disease, and
in Egypt in the form of hieroglyphics goes back to an
needing to be drugged . . . rather than looked up to and
extremely ancient time; but the discovery of the alphabetigreeted with the much-earned respect and honor so many
cal form of writing became of tremendous importance to
are due . . . and consulted for the wisdom and experience
those who were interested in the transmission of the Bible;
that only comes with age and experiencing life’s struggles.
and indeed, Sir Flinders could say, “The history of the
Pharmaceutical companies grow fat on such places . . .
alphabet is as old as civilization.” He was also the first to
Is it any wonder retirement places are among the most
appreciate the possibilities of using the variations of pottery
lucrative businesses in this country today?!
Courtesy Hear Ye! Hear Ye!, GPO Lead Hill, AR 72644
for chronological purposes.
------------------------------------------------------------His admirable survey of Stonehenge in England and his
HE HELPED SHOW THAT THE BIBLE later work in the Great Pyramid showed the Eastern origin
of the builders of Stonehenge, the circle of which was
IS TRUE!
shown to be a constructional expression of the geometrical
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relations holding between the ancient Egyptian square and
lineal systems of measures. His archeological exploration
and experience in previous geodetic and other survey work
eminently fitted him for the task of surveying the Great
Pyramid and has undoubtedly produced the best set of measurements to date. He designed and prepared the most reliable measuring appliances obtainable for lineal
measurements: steel tape and special chain, and self-compensating accessory appliances. He it was who detected
that striking feature of the Great Pyramid, the important
hollowing in of each base side.
His studied in long-distance quarrying expeditions and
their seasons; his metrological researches confirming the
value of the Sacred Hebrew Cubit; also, the half-cubit
which appeared in Babylonia, in Etruria, in what he
deemed to be Roman Britain, and in medieval England—assisted greatly in gauging the importance of the
Great Pyramid. His data regarding the stratification of the
Gizeh Plateau; his early inspection of the sealed chambers
together with notifications regarding the cementing of the
beams; his studies concerning the rise and fall of the Semites in Egypt—these and his many other discoveries proved
of exceedingly great value
in truly understanding the
past; and caused, in many
respects, the rewriting of
ancient history.
“Few realize how much
Biblical archeology owes to
Sir Flinders,” wrote Sir
Charles Marston in his foreword to The Bible is True,
and added, “The many references to his labors in this
book give but a small conception of his achievements.”
Time magazine of
August 10, in reporting his
death, closed their account
in these words: “Other
archeologists, notably the
late great James Henry
Breasted, dug as brilliantly
into the antique past. But
none denied having built on
the dramatic ruins uncovered over 62 years by Sir
Flinders Petrie.”
Courtesy Destiny Publishers, PO Box
177, Merrimac MA 01869

---------------------------

OUR READERS

SAY:

Dear Hank: Nice to speak with you recently. Please
give my details to any you know ... who may be interested
in contacting others on the east coast. Here is a lady who
would like to see your newsletter....... Thanks.
Vyvyan, N.S.W ph: 02 6684 5384
---------Dear Hank, Could you please send me a copy of THE
PLOT AGAINST CHRISTIANITY. God’s blessing.. W.A.
-----------Dear CIM, just a quick note . . . I have had an absorbing evening because your “Messenger” and other publications arrived today. As usual you have helped re-affirm my
faith .... Everything was, as usual, valuable information, but
several articles challenged my thinking. May God continue
to bless you in your lives and in your work....... S.A.
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
#323

Ph 07 4066 0146

-------------------Dear CIM, Very sorry for the late return of the video. I
have watched it four times: very, very informative and so
true. Please may I order the following....... Thank you for
your dedication and service and patience. Love to all your
family. New Zealand
------------------------------To CIM: May the richest blessings of God’s amazing
love enrich, strengthen & inspire you all to continue your
fantastic work. I thank God for your commitment. In His
glorious Name, N.S.W.
-----------------------------Dear CIM: Sorry I am late. Thank you for the work you
do, I really appreciate it. Do you have a booklet on the (socalled) ‘Rapture’? .... Q.L.D.
Yes, ‘Rapture of the Saints’ #318 @ sug don $8.35
-------------------------------How do crazy people go through the forest?
They take the psycho path.
--------------------------------What do prisoners use to call each other?
Cell phones.
-----------------------------------What do you get from a pampered cow?
Spoiled milk.
---------------------------------What do you get when you
cross a snowman with a vampire?
Frostbite.
----------------------------------What lies at the bottom of the
ocean and twitches?
A nervous wreck.
------------------------------Again I apologise for the
lateness of this issue, but it was
unavoidable due to our two
weeks in Tasmania. We stayed
in Perth, and in Ulverstone, and
visited
Burnie,
Penguin,
Devonport and La Trobe, and
went to the Leven Canyon.
During our stay, our 30th and
31st grandchildren were born,
less than an hour apart - two
boys. One in Burnie, and one in
Innisfail:
Matthew
Leslie
Davey, and Timothy Andrew
Webster. On our return we celebrated my 69th birthday with
the family. Since then I have been playing catch-up with
the mail and orders received - for which I thank you all. We
are slowly getting on top of the mail, it’s just this messenger which is still a little longer catching up. I do hope the
wait was worth it.
We appreciate all those who sent in their renewals for
the Covenant Messenger, and for the extra names that were
sent in to be included for 6 months of free Messengers. A
number of new names were added, and we hope they will
continue to subscribe. Please help to maintain our numbers
by passing on names, after you have contacted people and
asked them if they were interested in receiving.
Some of the comments we have received are included
above. We do look forward to your mail, and clippings,
your encouragement and thank you for your financial help.
May our God bless your faithfulness, and keep you in His
care and protection,

Hendrik (Hank) Roelofs
email: hr_cim@bigpond.com
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